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Worker jelly

Royal jelly

Drone jelly

Modified from Rick Fell, Department of Entomology Virginia Tech.
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Different food  high JH in Q larvae 
inhibits “programmed cell death” 
more ovarioles
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Average sperm/spermatheca =5.7 million
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9-ODA
9-HDA (cis)
9-HDA (trans)
HOB
HVA

10-HDA
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The same pheromone is important for
mating with drones

Context dependent: drones do not
respond to the same pheromone while
inside the hive. Only while flying in the
`drone-congregation` area.
We do not know what is the switch
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http://www.pbs.org
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The only fecal stuff that smells good...
only by the virgin queen!

Virgin queens produce a chemical (in her
defecation) that repels workers:
Chemical name:
o-aminoacetophenone.
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Workers can recognize the source of eggs

Whose egg is it? The queen’s or the workers?

We cannot tell, but the workers can!
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The kin structure of the big family

QUEEN

DRONE

Worker policing:

DRONE

The removal of worker eggs by other
workers (usually workers of another
subfamily).
Policing requires that
1). Workers have the ability to distinguish
queen eggs from worker eggs.

SUBFAMILY
R = 0.75

2). Workers do remove worker laid eggs
under natural conditions.

SUBFAMILY

<--R=0. 25 -->

R = 0.75
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Why do workers police?

Dufour’s gland
(alkaline gland)

The police state, Nature, 2002
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Workers also pipe!, but now called a stopping signal

Sound communication:
Queen piping
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We can figure out by ultrasound whether a boy or a girl
But we cannot (without any aid of modern technological help)
decide before hand

To fertilize or not: that is the question
Sensors on forelegs tell cell size
Fertilized eggs

Who can?
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Unfertilized eggs

The queen as a robot:
Larger cell: drone
Small cell: worker
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Exception 2: A. mellifera (and A. cerana):
When queen was confined to drone comb only,
She laid nearly 100% workers in drone cells!

Exceptions 1: Apis dorsata: no cell size difference
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Hypothesis 1 :
Smart queen: if she only has access to
drone frame, and it is late in the season
(August-September), she will lay mostly
workers in drone cells -- no point to rear
drones late in season because few
queens to mate by then.
Test: if queens are confined to drone
frames at different times of the year, one
should see drone proportions in drone
cells DECREASE.
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Percent of drones in brood
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It worked! As season progressed, proportion of
drones decreased (more workers in drone cells)
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Queen mating statistics

Another queen tidbit

Queens left their nucs on 2.20 ± 0.98 flying days (min. 1; max. 5),
Unmated queens, like workers will produce only drones (no sperm to ferlize
eggs)

Most of the nuptial flights (82.49%) taking place between 13:00 and 16:00 h
(Figure 2).

However, Apis mellfiera capensis (cape bee), unmated queens or workers can
produce female offsprings at a high rate 60%ish. By fusing the polar body back
to the original cell during meiosis.

The earliest and latest departure time: 11:50 and 17:38 h, respectively.
Number of recorded flights per queen was 5.04 ± 3.11 (min.1; max. 16),
with a maximum of seven flights of one queen on one day.

Our bees will have about 1% for unmated virgin queens. But usually only for the
eggs from the first few days.

Daily number of nuptial flights per queen was 2.30 ± 1.35,
with a mean duration of 17.69 ± 13.19 min (min. 3.08; max. 57.07; Figure 3).
Insects 2014, 5(3), 513-527;
doi:10.3390/insects5030513
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Photos from Sue Colby
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Drone Biology
Drones have no father (haploid!)
All their sperms are clones (100% identical)
Most drones are haploid, but inbreeding results in diploid drones
Diploid drones are sterile and eaten by workers before 4th instar
Sexually mature around 10-12 days (queens: 5-6 days).
Mating flights between 3-5 pm.
Drones fly to “drone congregation areas” to mate
They die during mating (endophalus explodes)
They get kicked out of the colonies in the fall
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From Duay, DeJone and Engles (2002)

Drone sperm numbers:

Thank you

1. Varroa mites reduce sperm numbers
2. Apistan reduces sperm numbers
(Rinderer et al., 1999)
3. Smaller drones (drones reared in workers cells)
have less sperms
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Smaller drones have less sperms (Schluns et al 2003)
Drone Biology

Controlling genetics in breeding:
1. Isolated mating yard (20 km)
2. Lots of drones (flooding, saturation)
3. Instrumental insemination
4. Late hours mating
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Thank you
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